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A controversy has erupted regarding the possibility that President Ernesto Perez Balladares may
seek a second term in the 1999 elections. The governing Partido Revolucionario Democratico (PRD)
has begun to lay out a campaign theme and openly discuss a constitutional amendment to permit
re- election. The opposition has responded with serious talk of backing a coalition candidate to
oppose the president if he should run again. PRD leaders have made no secret of their plans for a
possible re-election bid by Perez Balladares.
However, they insist that the constitutional amendment would be adopted for its own merits and
not necessarily to let the current president run again. The Constitution prohibits two successive
terms, but the PRD is arguing that if a president is capable of being elected a second time, the
Constitution should permit the terms to be successive so that the president can complete programs
underway. For months, the opposition insisted that the PRD had already set up a re-election
committee to prepare political strategies and write legislation for the necessary constitutional
changes.
According to the Partido Arnulfista, the committee includes Minister of Interior and Justice Raul
Montenegro, the PRD's assistant secretary general Francisco Sanchez Cardenas, and PRD legislators
Cesar Pardo, who is president of the Assembly, and Balbina Herrera. PRD leaders refused to deny
the existence of the committee. Instead, they diverted attention by repeatedly denying that the topic
of re-election had been brought up in the Legislative Assembly committee on Government and
Justice.
Governing party launches re-election movement
By mid-February, however, the PRD began taking the wraps off its re-election strategy. Sanchez
Cardenas commented in passing that the PRD would review the legal aspects of re- election, though
he stopped short of saying the president had decided to run. At the end of February, Assembly
president Pardo announced that the Assembly was ready to debate and pass an amendment on re-
election and that he had named a special committee to study the matter.
Meanwhile, campaign buttons and posters touting the virtues of re-electing Perez Balladares made
their appearance around the country. Some of the buttons carry a picture of the president and the
slogan, "I support re-election too." At the same time, PRD leaders passed a resolution calling on the
party's National Executive Committee to set up a special re-election committee to study the legal
and constitutional steps needed to prepare for a second term. As the PRD moved into more open
advocacy of re-election, the president maintained a low profile, dismissing any talk of re-election as
"premature."
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Economy emerging as re-election campaign theme
The state of the economy is rapidly becoming the PRD's main selling point for continuing in power,
with or without Perez Balladares. Party spokespersons say that powerful elements in the private
sector as well as some factions in opposition parties believe that no other party can continue the
neoliberal economic program of the current administration. Sanchez Cardenas set out the theme
early in February, suggesting that the governing party had done its work in laying the groundwork
for economic transformation in the country and would now be able to shift its energies to party
politics and the next presidential election. As for Perez Balladares, the PRD is strenuously arguing
that the president cannot finish rebuilding the economy in a single five-year term.
Sanchez Cardenas said that the president's management of the economy had won him respect
abroad. "The president was invited to visit London in February," said Sanchez Cardenas by way of
example. "The English invited him because they wanted to know how we applied these economic
changes without causing the traumas that have occurred in other countries that have adopted
the same policies." Montenegro went even further in praising the president, saying that, in his
judgement, Perez Balladares was the best president the country has had this century.
Although the PRD is basing its electoral future on the state of the economy, it is precisely in
the economic arena that the opposition sees its best chance to defeat the PRD in 1999. Antonio
Dominguez, head of the Partido Arnulfista, said the PRD "is living on another planet" if it thinks
it can win on its economic record. And Edwin Cabrera, of the Partido Democrata Cristiano (PDC),
said that the vaunted economic program has experienced mass public rejection, leaving the PRD
with no way of winning an election except through fraud. Before facing the voters again in 1999,
Perez Balladares would need enough votes in the Assembly to pass the necessary Constitutional
amendment votes which even some members of his party doubt he can muster, according to
PRD legislator Miguel Bush. Opposition parties begin talks on forming coalition While some in
the opposition, such as former president Guillermo Endara (1989-1994), are pessimistic about
the possibility of forming a coalition to unseat the PRD candidate whoever that may be there are
increasing calls for a united opposition front.
The leaders of the three major opposition parties Partido Arnulfista, PDC, and the Movimiento
Liberal Republicano Nacionalista (MOLIRENA) met in late February to discuss a coalition. They
later announced their intention to present a single presidential candidate in 1999 and "end the
intrigues" the PRD promotes within the opposition to divide it. Besides the economy, any emergent
coalition is likely to seize on two other campaign themes the president has handed them: the
desirability of re-election and the controversial Panama-US negotiations on the future of US military
bases.
Gloria Young, president of the Movimiento Papa Egoro, has linked the two issues, intimating
that the same PRD leaders heading the re-election drive are pressing for a deal with the US for
the conversion of Howard Air Force base into an international anti-narcotics center (see NotiSur,
07/20/96; and NotiCen, 10/17/96 and 02/06/97). Young also charged that the PRD wants to make
sure it governs Panama when the US relinquishes the canal and the remaining military real estate,
valued at US$30 billion, in the year 2000. [Sources: Inforpress Centroamericana (Guatemala),
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01/23/97; La Prensa (Panama), 01/27/97; El Panama America, 01/24/97, 01/26/97, 02/17/97, 02/18/97,
02/19/97, 02/20/97; El Siglo (Panama), 01/07/97, 02/17/97, 02/18/97, 02/19/97, 02/20/97, 02/21/97,
02/24/97, 02/25/97, 02/26/97]
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